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proceeding. Thread starter Razorback Start date Oct 8, Razorback Tractorologist Senior
Member. Getting the chance to look at a Wheel Horse C this week as a help to a lady that we met
a few years ago. We met her when we were visiting a friend in a local hospice facility. Her
husband passed a few months ago so she is preparing to downsize and move locally. When she
started thinking about his Wheel Horse C, she remembered us and the fact that I like garden
tractors. She would like me to see if I can get it running. All she knows is that her husband was
tinkering with it, but has no idea what might be wrong with it. There is a Wheel Horse tiller, front
blade, lawn aerator, as well as a MacKissic hammermill shredder and a Cyclone Rake. If I can
get it running, I might consider purchasing it from her, but I would need to sell a couple I
already have I would really hate to part with the Cub, but the Wheel Horse has more "stuff" with
it. Last edited: Oct 8, Added a picture. That machine is really in good condition. You won't be
sorry you got it. Lily'sDad said:. Oh, yes I also saw some nice rear wheel weights that go with it!
You are looking at a very nice set-up with that nice looking C and all the attachments! Keep us
posted Went and looked at it tonight. Long story short Gas ok. I had the tractor in neutral, brake
set, and clutch in. Throttle and choke move freely. Points look good, plug wire looks good, plug
looks good, coil looks original I think I have a coil I can take with me next time, along with my
meter. I think I am hooked The tiller has a mule that mounts to the frame and directs the drive
belt down from the clutch and rearward to the tiller. Be sure it is included. Razorback said:. Is
that the same mule that is doing that for the mower deck? KC9KAS said:. No, it is a different
set-up for the tiller. Spark or no spark Spark is easy enough to fix on a K series! View
attachment Thats a very nice C I see the sleeve hitch behind the tiller. Rock farmer Well-Known
Member Member. Well, I brought a coil with me tonight and installed it. Cleaned the points,
made sure the safety switch at the clutch pedal worked like it should. Started it, and it ran! I let it
run for 10 minutes or so. Shut it off to button things up, tried to start it and it would crank but
not run. Kept checking things and never could get it to run. At the end of the time I could spend,
it would not turn the starter. I am thinking that the key switch or the starter relay is not working
like it should. I really think it was a fluke when it did run for me. Lights come on with the key in
the on position, go out in the start position. Reviewing a wiring diagram after I came home
reminded me that I need to check the safety switch on the PTO lever. Does anyone know know
where I might find a key switch and a starter relay? I am going to "borrow" the starter relay off
of my Cub, might see if the key switch will swap, too. Also will bring a known good battery off of
the Cub. Maybe tomorrow night I can get this figured out. Hearing it run so nicely was a good
shot in the arm! While I was in her garage I looked closer at the tiller and saw the sleeve hitch
and another attachment I'll do that next time. Saw some tire chains draped on the shredder you
can see them in the picture of the front blade , have not found the mule drive for the tiller, yet.
Good news! The real culprit was at the PTO lever safety switch. First, I used a bungee cord to
keep the clutch pedal down knew from last night that the clutch pedal switch was good and
working properly with the pedal. I used my meter to check continuity from the red wire at the
starter switch to the other end of that circuit at the starter relay. No continuity. The tab on the
lever that is supposed to depress the switch Noticed there was a bit of slop left to right on the
shaft that goes through to the other side of the frame. Removed the c-clip on that side, removed
the washer that was under it, noticed it was kind of thin. Found a stash of washers here in the
garage and selected one that was about twice as thick as the one I removed. C-clip would still
go on nicely. Metered the circuit as I moved the PTO lever and it all worked properly! I like
progress!!! Last edited: Oct 11, Also found the mule for the tiller, and pulled out the items from
behind the tiller. I can identify the sleeve hitch, but what is that on it? And what is the other
item? While your looking for them there should be a drive belt for the tiller too, about in long.
You have a really nice package there. You must log in or register to reply here. By Berny ,
January 20 in Engines. I have a wheel horse C that I have been trying to fix up. It has the
Tecumseh HH engine. Today I found out it has low compression, which was a major bummer. I
need to open up the engine and do the piston rings, head gaskets etc. I found the piston rings,
but I haven't been able to locate a gasket kit for this engine anywhere online. Also, it seems
most Cs had the kohler engine. I can't even find a good service manual for it! The C with the
Tecumseh is rare. Only made in and rumored as little as to made. You could drop a K 14 in it
and have a C They are plentiful and cheaper. Use the Tecky for a door stop. I need to open up
the engine and do the piston rings,. Prior to dropping a bunch of money on parts you need to
have the engine measured to determine the condition of the cylinder. A set of rings won't cure
low compression if the cylinder is egg shaped or badly worn. As far as compression, can we

really measure it when these engines have compression release? Besides that, just popping the
top off the piston may reveal other problems like a leaking head gasket or a head that needs
flattened. Most that i buy, have at least some wear and another quick test is just to push the
head of the piston sideways with the front and side of the bore. An oblong bore of any amount
will show difference as the piston moves down the bore. I also use a feeler gauge on the the top
edge of the piston which is sort of like the piston ring gap idea but not as accurate. Thank you! I
figured they were rare as I can't find any info about them. But I feel better about it now, thanks. I
will try that store. No luck on the manual here in the site. Used Kohler like anything else is going
to be just a potluck. If there's anything that's that different parts are readily available from
several of us or A to Z as mentioned above. Those Tecumseh engines were popular in Sears
tractors so it's possible there's manuals there. I've seen the manual that supplied for all of those
of the various sizes and some of it like you say is not super specific. At least now you have
several different options and directions to go. Good luck and keep asking questions! Thank you
so much! Are you certain the OH is the same engine? If that is the case it solves a ton of my
problems. On another forum I read another post about the OH being a much newer and different
motor. However, looking at those diagrams, they sure do look like my engine. I do have that
manual you posted, but it didn't include HH in the models it covered. I was hoping to make sure
the gaskets and such were even available before I took the engine apart. If I can find them then
I'll crack it open and see what the deal is. You make a good point though, no need to waste
money on an engine that is beyond saving. I really like that procedure on finding out about
honing the cylinder, thanks! A couple days ago I found a table of Tecumseh models and what
the letters mean. Of course I can't find it now, but basically the HH is horizontal heavy duty, and
the OH refers overhead valve. So mine is an HH, but it certainly had overhead valves, so the
question is if it is the same basic engine as the OH? If I buy a gasket kit for the OH, will it fit my
engine? Is the OH just an updated model number for the same engine? If you or the users you
mentioned could shed some light on this, I sure would be grateful! I will check what manuals I
have, my Sears I pulled out the tech engine and it's getting a predator swap. It's one of those
tractors I got for free and really don't want it or to sink any money or much time into. The
predator swap looks interesting without modifications. I don't know if there ever was a 16hp flat
head engine. I've been around a lot of Sears, and Teccy in general.. As I remember it in my giant
Tec book from the 70s. I think they planted an OHV 12hp in there for a short period.. But
chances are, it's an OH I've never heard of an HH in any of my books, and they date that period.
My best advice is study your engine and lots of pictures, and take measurements before so
much as thinking about buying a single bit. I've seen many a botched-built original Tec with
oddball oversize parts or undersize here or there. That is wonderful news. So I should be able to
buy a gasket kit for an OH, and expect it to fit my engine? You might have just saved my tractor,
I really appreciate it! Well, it is certainly labeled "HH" I certainly understand the doubt. Google
found me maybe 3 mentions of an engine called HH across the entire internet. They were all 10
year old posts on random forums. Maybe they just made a few before updating the label. So it
sounds like I can be relatively safe buying a gasket kit for an OH and expect it to fit my engine.
That is great advice on measuring everything before I buy, but I'm not sure how to do that on
the internet. I think I will be hard know the exact sizes on all the different gaskets offered in a set
online. I can probably manage it with stuff like pistons and rings because they are just circles. I
really appreciate the help and advice. If you have more I would love to hear it. You talking about
the Raider? Or your own C? There's a lighter spot in the paint where there may have been either
a tag or a riveted on label at some point. You may remember it's quite rusty so it's really hard to
see what's going on. If there was a true flat head HH and an OH they would not have the same
spec number. Mine is definitely overhead valve. Then I suppose I can take that spec number
match as confirmation that I can buy parts for the OH and reasonably expect them to fit my
engine? You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in
our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2.
Recommended Posts. Posted January Does anyone know where I can buy the gasket kit for this
engine? If I can't find it, should I try to swap out the engine? With what? Any idea where I can
find a good service manual? Thanks a ton! Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. We
may have a manual here in the information section. If you were to swap that engine for another
one the easiest would be the Kohler What are your compression figures hot and cold? I'll let
him throw a quote at you for the engine plus shipping May be listed as HH as it was later
changed to OH You may have solved the problem. Berny the way I understand it is that the early
70s 16 was an ohv of a very early type. Tec could get weird with stuff though.. Lemme look at
my own and I'll see what it's labeled. The labeling may have been simply a "consistency" of
Tecumseh. Just got home. Wish I could help you out but there's no label on mine. Long long
gone. Its Tecumseh.. Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in

order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community.
Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Go To Topic Listing.
Sign In Sign Up. Wheel Horse. C Series Garden Tractor. Wheel - MyWheelHorse. Once the Wheel
Horse was completed, the next project was another family owned tractor. This time it was a
Wheel Horse C that Nevin has purchased brand new Over items sold. Top-Rated Seller! Ships
on time with tracking, 0 problems with past sales. The Lord bless you and keep you; the Lord
make His face to shine upon you, and May fit other models. I am parting out several older wheel
horse tractors. Please describe the reason you think that this ad should be removed from Kijiji.
Your feedback helps everyone in the Kijiji community. Thank you. Take steps to make your Kijiji
transactions as secure as possible by following our suggested safety tips. We purchased this
16HP yard tractor with our property. It had a plow, 36" MMM and 36" tiller as attachments. I
really was impressed that a tractor this old was so reliable and well-built. Except for some
normal wear and adjustments for the E fuels now This tractor is barn kept and has never given
us the first problem. We also have the mowing deck and tiller for additional charges if anyone is
As far as I understand, fixya. The purpose of this site is to get direction on a course of action to
follow Here is my suggestion Play wheel of fortune slots for fun judging original facilitate split
long should eliminated. The property where the house stands was acquired from the federal
government in a cash sale in by Calvin C. Thomas B. Lewis was listed as the owner of Longton
Live: up to appearances plus daytime activities at venues around Longton. He said McDonnell
has a number of difficulties, including psychiatric ones, and had battled drink and drug. The
cuts took place over the last several days at Salem Hospital and Union Hospital in Lynn and
affected. The Georgia Department of Natural Resource's program allows hunters and trappers
the chance to win a. Sedentary mice prodded into exercising ran for an average of about
minutes on an exercise wheel before reaching exhaustion. But mice given the drug for eight
weeks could run for minutes on average. These mice were burning fat like conditioned. Lap
Leaders: N. Gragson ; M. Crafton ; N. Gragson ; J. Sauter ; C. Briscoe 48; J. Bell ; C. Briscoe ; C.
Bell, 2 times for 90 laps; J. Sauter, 2 times. This comparison has been carried out on the basis
of the selected bike's price, specifications, mileage, and features. Wheel Horse C tractor
overview Wheel Horse started in Elmer Pond's garage in Pond started building two-wheel
garden tractors using surplus parts. Within ten years, his business had become Find great
deals on eBay for wheel horse parts and wheel horse garden tractor. Shop with confidence. Will
list what they are as I come across them again. Dessigned for the Wheel Horse tractor collector,
enthusiast and owner. Complete with photos, manuals and technical discussion on all models
of Wheel Horse tractors. To purchase Trailer Rims and Tires separately, please view our other
Wheel Horse C Lawn Tractor sale. Wheel Horse C Tool Box. Jul Mar Dec May Jun Prev 1 2 3
Next. Latest Products. Category Tree backhoe loader. Related Pages. By bowtiebutler , February
2, in Ride On's. I thought I'd post a few pics of my favorite Wheel Horse. Its an all original
unrestored C The thing that makes this one somewhat unusual, is that it was factory equipped
with a OH 16hp Tecumseh, rather than the Kohler K I guess Kohler was unable to keep up with
production, so Wheel Horse made a few with Tecumseh engines. The hood hinges are taller on
these, as they needed extra clearance for the OHV Tecumseh engine. I included a picture
comparing this hood to a regular hood. Some of the manuals refer to this model as a C, but they
were still badged C I bought it with a tiller, lawn deck, and WH dump cart. I drove miles to pick it
up, and included a couple pics from the trip. Its original seat is in amazing condition, and still
had some of the plastic around it. I use this as my dedicated tilling tractor, and intend to keep it
as a worker, so no restoration is planned, at least not yet. Its hard to resist restoring them. The
Tecumseh engine runs very strong, and starts very easy. I did replace the dry rotted tires with
some 23x Thanks Richard, and yes there is another one over at Red Square. The Model Number
on mine is , and here is a link to the Toro site. It shows this model with the Tecumseh engine.
For some reason this link doesn't take you directly to my model, but if you type C in the box that
says Product Name, and click on Submit in the upper right hand corner not Lookup , then it will
take you to the C model numbers, and just select , and you will see in the parts diagrams that its
listed with a Tecumseh OH You are right about the Tecumseh's Richard, and parts are very
expensive as well, especially if its the electronics, like the ignition module, or stator! Wow Matt ,
that looks in amazing condition , the paintwork looks like it has not long been restored , no fade
in the colour. So that's 2 that are known!. I see it is quoted in the Wheel Horse by Years List.
Shame they didn't put a 'Power Bulge' in the Hood, rather than just Jack up the hinges. Thats a
really nice and original wheel horse you have there, I like the rotovator attachment. I also love
your front weights, they are very neat.. Neat, never knew they existed! Thanks Neil. The paint
has alot of scratches in it, but the color is still good. I figure it earned these scratches in the
paint from working, and I plan to work it as well, so for now, the scratches stay! It would have
been nice if they had put a bulge in the hood Richard, that would have been awesome! Your

right about the wheels Richard, I should be ashamed of myself for leaving them looking this
way! I guess I've been having to much fun working it. This tecumseh is a strong engine, and it
runs this tiller with ease, not to mention it has a nice bark out the exhaust stack I put on it.
Thanks Tom, and yes the front weights are homemade. The weights were off a junk JD F I had
laying around, so I modified an extra mule drive I had, so they just snap into place. I did this,
because with the tiller, or rotovator I guess is what its called in your part of the world on the
back, it was very light in the front, and didn't like turning very well, not to mention Big Wheelies
if you arent very careful. Mark, I didn't know they existed either, until I went to buy it, and found
it had a Tecumseh. I was disappointed in the beginning, as I thought it had the wrong engine,
but I bought it from the original owner, and was assured it was the original engine. After running
its numbers through Toro, I found it was indeed a Tecumseh powered machine. Now I'm very
pleased with my purchase, as I realize these aren't very common. Add 1 more to the list. I have
the one my dad bought new 40 years ago. Have the registration cards, owners manuels, and
advertising brochures. Where did you go to get yours? Glad to hear of another one out there
Gary! I picked mine up in Dallas Tx from the original owner. She said that she cut hair for about
a year to save up enough money to buy this for her husband back in Her husband passed away
several years ago, and she decided it was time to part with it. You need to be a member in order
to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted February 2, Share this post Link to post
Share on other sites. Posted February 3, Lets face it, those Techys are becoming a little thin on
the ground now. Good that you got the User Manual with it, along with the Attachments. Super
Package there!. Thanks for the pics. Posted February 18, Create an account or sign in to
comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a
new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign
In Now. Go To Topic Listing. Sign In Sign Up. The Wheel Horse C is equipped with one of two
engines: a 0. The Wheel Horse C is equipped with manual steering, open operator station, and
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. The tractor could be equipped with the
following engines: Tecumseh HH This engine produced Kohler KAS. The cylinder bore is
Following attachments are available for the Wheel Horse C garden tractor: Mid-mount Wheel
Horse mm 36 in mower deck with 3-blad
battery junction locations
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es Mid-mount Wheel Horse 1, mm 42 in mower deck with 3-blades Mid-mount Wheel Horse 1,
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